






Instruction of MuTenna 

 
 

1. Three weatherproof caps are on the top of MuTenna. 
2. If any External Antenna is needed, End-Users can Easily Install with a N Female BKD Cable 

Assembly. In order to secure of the connector on the MuTenna, an affixed ring that we designed 
is being added. 

3. Install an 2.4GHz OMNI 8dBi Antenna <N male connector> can use a N Female BKD cable 
assembly. In addition, End-Users can use any LOW LOSS Cable Assembly to connect any high 
gain antenna, such as GRID or PANEL, with MuTenna. 

4. 2.4GHz OMNI 8dBi <N Male connector> is an option which is depending on your AP. 
5. MIMO AP, Router, or Up to 3 pieces of Antennas can be installed in the MuTenna. 
 

 
1. Adding An Extra N Female BKD Cable Assembly can attached an High Gain Antenna. 
2. Also, You can require a cable gland for your weatherproof cap in order to install the power 

adapter cable of booster. 
 

 
1. L-Bracket and eight holes for the screws ensure that MuTenna will be installed very Securely 

and will able to resist wind. 
2. The position of the L-Bracket’s hole will able to be adjusted. 

The L-Bracket is also designed – Can be adjusted by the direction. 



 

 
 

1. Up to three Extra 2.4GHz OMNI 8dBi Antennas <N male connector> can be putted into the 
inner of MuTenna with the original set. Without extra equipment, the Gross Weight of a set of 
MuTenna is 3000G. 

2. The big internal size is one of MuTenna’s features. End-Users can install up to two sets of small 
AP. 
Also, A Flat Panel Antenna has be integrated inside. 
And, the choices are 2.4GHz, 5.5GHz, 5.8GHz, and 5GHz Full Band. 
Or, End-Users can install their own design or any extra DIY Components. 

3. Two different frequencies can be used in MuTenna Simultaneously. 
For Example, the internal frequency is 2.4GHz, End-Users can use 5GHz. 
Note: Which Frequency can be used is depending on the AP. 

 

 
 

1. As your reference, the internal size of the MuTenna will be as above instruction of the picture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




